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ABCL plans
~1,000-cr
investment
ABHIJIT LELE

Mumbai, 4 May

The Aditya Birla group plans
to invest ~800-1,000 crore
per annum in its lending and
health insurance businesses,
to support growth plans.
Aditya Birla Capital
(ABCL), the financial services arm of the group, has taken approval from its board to
raise up to ~3,500 crore of
equity capital.
Ajay Srinivasan, chief
executive officer of ABCL,
said the board’s go-ahead to
raise capital enabled the resolution. Various businesses
under ABCL need capital to
grow. The firm also has the
ability to leverage and provide capital to subsidiaries.
ABCL, a holding company for insurance, asset management, asset reconstruction, and lending activities,
posted net profit of ~258 crore
in the March 2019 quarter
(Q4FY19), up from ~169 crore
in Q4FY18. Total income for
Q4 rose to ~5,050 crore from
~3,944 crore. Net profit for
FY19 grew 26 per cent to ~871
crore, while revenues rose 29
per cent to ~16,570 crore.
The non-banking financial company, which lends
to corporates, SMEs and
retail segments, saw its loan
book expand 20 per cent
year-on-year to ~ 51,714 crore
March-end.
Its loan book is expected
to expand by 20-25 per cent
in FY20. The NBFC is generating adequate profit that can
be ploughed back into business, Srinivasan said. Its net
interest margin (NIM) expanded 37 bps to 4.91 per cent.
It has exposure of about
~220 crore to IL&FS group
entities and has made a provision of ~60 crore.

CSC determined to ‘disrupt’ our
biz link with Transamerica: TCS
CSC has claimed TCS is using its trade secrets to build a competent platform; IT firm denies

ROMITA MAJUMDAR

BLAME GAME

M

n CSC alleged TCS was

Mumbai, 4 May

umbai-based software giant
Tata Consultancy Services
(TCS) on Thursday filed a
response to the lawsuit filed by
Computer Sciences Corp (CSC) last
week. Computer Sciences Corp (CSC),
a US-based insurance platform
provider to a client of software major
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) had
accused the latter of misappropriating
its trade secrets in a lawsuit filed with
a US district court last week. TCS has
stated that CSC is trying to disrupt the
$2-billion business deal with the common client, Transamerica.
“Likely upset about Transamerica’s
decision to transition from Vantage
(CSC software) to TCS’s BaNCS
Platform, CSC appears determined to
disrupt the legitimate business relationship between Transamerica and
TCS,” wrote TCS in a response filed
with the Northern District Court of
Texas. TCS said it has never used CSC’s
proprietary data for TCS’s own benefit
and certainly has not used any such
information to develop a competing
product given that the BaNCs team is
based out of Kolkata, India, and not
with the Transamerica team in the US.
CSC has claimed that TCS is using

facing difficulty in
creating a complex
platform, hence
using its proprietary
code to develop
a TCS product
n CSC says its Vantage
& Cyberlife systems
were created after
decades of research
and millions in
investment by CSC
and predecessors
their trade secrets to build a competing
software platform, as part of TCS
BaNCS, in the life insurance market.
CSC said that their Vantage and
Cyberlife software systems were created through decades of continuous
development and hundreds of millions
of dollars of investment by CSC and its
predecessors.
With TCS’s recent announcement
to enter this market, CSC alleged that
TCS was facing difficulty in creating a
similar complex platform and was thus
accessing the company’s proprietary
code to develop a TCS product.

The response also noted that the
Transamerica and BaNCs teams report
to different organisation heads due to
confidentiality agreements. “CSC’s presumption is apparently based entirely
on the “understanding” of CSC employee Ashish Barnwal who claims to
believe that TCS employees located in
Cedar Rapids (US) are responsible for
developing a life insurance and annuities policy administration and processing computer program and that this
product is called ‘BaNCS’,” wrote TCS.
Physically, the TCS BaNCS Software
Development Team is located in a sep-

arate, designated delivery centre in
Kolkata, India and does not have the
capability to access Transamerica’s
internal electronic systems, including
CSC’s information which might be
stored on it, said TCS. Prior to filing the
lawsuit, CSC did not reach out to anyone at TCS regarding the content of the
email chain for an explanation or to
express any concerns. Further it noted
that the email chain cited by CSC as
evidence of TCS’ misappropriation was
in fact following a query raised by
Transamerica employee who wanted
to understand how CSC was implementing a specific requirement. “Mr
Barnwal’s belief, however, not only is
not evidence, it is wrong”.
CSC had licensed its software to customer Money Services Inc (MSI) in 1994
and in 2014 MSI onboarded TCS to
manage IT services. MSI is now owned
by Transamerica, with whom TCS
announced a $2 billion third party
administration deal in 2018. TCS also
rebadged 2200 Transamerica employees post the deal. CSC claims that the
current employees who had access to
the CSC code were involved in the
breach as they attempted to replicate
similar insurance functionalities on
TCS BaNCS platform.
More on Business-standard.com

UberbarsitsformerCEOfromNYSEbalconyduringIPO
Uber’s CEO has barred his
predecessor from taking part in
the opening-bell ceremony at
the New York Stock Exchange
next week, when the ride-hailing company is expected to
make its hotly anticipated
stock market debut.
In a report published on
Friday, The New York Times cit-

ed unnamed sources who say
Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi
has decided that Travis
Kalanick is not welcome to
share the exchange’s balcony
when Uber begins trading as a
public company next Friday.
Kalanick co-founded Uber
and was CEO until his ouster in
2017 following a series of dam-

aging revelations that sullied
the company’s reputation
among consumers.
Those included reports of
rampant internal sexual
harassment and allegations
Uber stole self-driving car
technology.
The blowback from the
problems helped Uber rival

Lyft pick up ground in the US
— something Uber acknowledged in its IPO filing — and
led Kalanick’s ouster as CEO.
The Times’ report says
Kalanick, who remains member of the company’s board of
directors, asked to take part in
the ringing of the opening bell
at
the
NYSE,
but

Khosrowshahi refused.
Uber spokesman Noah
Edwardsen declined to comment. The stock market debut
of the world’s largest ride-hailing service is widely expected
to be the biggest technology
IPO since Chinese e-commerce
giant Alibaba Group went public in 2014.
AP/PTI

Ninjacart plans
to tie up with
supermarkets
YUVRAJ MALIK

Bengaluru, 4 May

Agritech start-up Ninjacart,
which racked up $100 million
(~700 crore) from Tiger
Global Management last
week, has held discussions
with multiple supermarket
chains to be their supplier for
fresh fruits and vegetables
(F&V) as it looks at new customer segments for growth.
There are on-going pilots
with
Future
Group’s
Big Bazaar in Chennai
and Nilgiris Supermarket
in Bengaluru, Ninjacart
Co-founder
Vasudevan
Chinnathambi said.
Ninjacart, the biggest in
its category, operates supply
chain network that delivers
fresh farm produce in
Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, Mumbai and Pune in
12 hours. The company is also
setting up its network in
Delhi-NCR. Currently, Ninjacart supplies about 600
tonnes of F&V a day in
these regions.
“Around 120 collection
centres across India allow us
to source the best quality of
fruits and vegetables at a better price than the market rate
and that is where some of the
supermarket chains see value,” said Vasu, as he is commonly known.
According
to
Vasu,
Ninjacart wants to focus on
small vendors, mom-andpop stores and unorganised
provision stores — a segment
it currently caters to and
where the efficiency of
its model lies. Ninjacart
has 20,000 customers,
including restaurants.

Vasudevan Chinnathambi,
Ninjacart co-founder, said
pilots were on with
Big Bazaar and Nilgiris

The company is also
exploring new category lines
like rice and pulses — food
items that have longer shelf
life — and dairy products.
However, the strategy is still
being chalked out.
The latest fundraising
comes as one of the biggest
solo cheque in the recent past
by Tiger, which has stepped
up the pace of investments in
India. In the past six months,
Tiger has invested in
CleverTap, Fyle and Facilio,
among others.
The deal has made
Ninjacart the top-funded
Indian start-up operating in
agri-tech space. The fresh
funds also make for an ample
runway for Ninjacart to install
its agri supply chain network
throughout the country.
“In the past three years,
we have built a template for
the business which is creating
value for all stakeholders,”
said Kartheeswaran K K, chief
operating officer and one of
the six co-founders of
Ninjacart.

RCap arms
get ratings
downgrade
Domestic rating agency Icra
downgraded the short-term
ratings on two entities of the
Anil Ambani-led Reliance
Capital — Reliance Home
Finance
and
Reliance
Commercial Finance.
For the Anil Ambani-run
Reliance Home, where the
agency has an outstanding
rating on a ~1,200 crore commercial paper program, the
rating has been downgraded
to junk grade of D from A4,
with rating watch on negative
implications.
Even though there has
been no delay in honouring
CP commitments, the call
takes into account debt
servicing on some bank lines,
the agency said. A similar
action has been taken in the
case of Reliance Commercial
Finance’s CPs.
PTI
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